Chapter IV
" Great

and Glorious Pageant "
Tuesday, June 9, 1953

most of the players, including the old
T lady, have takenis spoken;
their places as the curtain rises on the first act.
HE PROLOGUE

of the pageant on June 9, 1953, and by nightfall, the cast of Queen's
ships is almost complete. A glance at the programme shows that war
has wrought changes in the dramatis personae. The once all powerful
battleship has but one only representative as opposed to fifty-nine in
1914. The accent has shifted from big guns to bombs and torpedoes.
Nine carriers lie stem to bow; twenty-nine submarines in three lines
subtly underline the twenty-six destroyers and forty-three frigates.
Landing craft, fast patrol boats, minesweepers, and the like, point the
increasing specialisation of the modern navy. The big ships steal the
limelight when viewed from South Parade Pier, but this is a small ship
navy — an armada of small ships stretching seven miles along the
Solent.
Wednesday saw the entrance of the sixteen foreign actresses.
That femme fatale, the Sverdlov, incurred much interest. One of
Russia's newest cruisers, she was the mystery ship of the Review.
Canvas screens concealed her decks and visitors except for the Red
Dean were barred.
The U.S.S. Baltimore headed the line of visitors, swinging at
anchor abreast the Vanguard; on one occasion, in fact, she almost
swung aboard the Vanguard as the two mighty ships danced an
elephantine Boomps-a-daisy on the turn of the tide.
In contrast, Van Tromp was a squat ungainly little Dutchwoman
with a heavy punch and impressive war record.
Italy sent the Amerigo Vespucci, a full rigged sailing ship, though
no wooden wall. Hull, masts, and yards were all of steel, and she
glided to her berth powered by two diesel engines. Her hundred-andfifty midshipmen manned ship in the old style, scampering up the
ratlines and poising themselves like acrobats on the yards.
,

The final touches

Despite the long ride, a minimum of two-and-a-half hours from
the old lady, Portsmouth flowed over with British Matelots and men
from Thailand to Dominica — even the Russians came ashore — on
coach trips round the slums ! However, Jack (Ivan), has his own ideas
of a run ashore, and at least some of them hit the West End. It was at
this time that a lady informed a Joiner from Gambia that he spoke
very good English : on his enquiring " why wouldn't he? " she replied,
" Oh, I thought you were one of those Russians with the hammer and
sickle on your arm ! "
Chaos prevailed on the first two nights before the landing places
were signposted, with fifty thousand drunken seamen climbing in and
out of each others' boats or trudging round the dockyard chanting
"Show me the way to go home."

On Sunday evening Her Majesty embarked on the Surprise. A
boatload of Gambias, passing later that night, well practised in
"cheering ship " and well primed with liquor, had a private review,
giving three rousing "Hurrahs" for Her Majesty and singing patriotic
songs, waved their caps in a studiously anticlockwise direction. Slow
curtain on the desperately ineffectual " Shushes " of a horrified
Officer of the Watch and the belated attempts of the tug skippers to
give Surprise a wide berth.
Review Day: interest aboard in a covey of Wrens — and envy of
the stokers, their hosts — and to a lesser extent in a school of reporters
and cameramen : a last minute spit and polish and a last " Cheer Ship "
before the curtain rises on the last act.
At a quarter to three. all hands were at their " man ship "
positions; soon after three the Royal Yacht, and her entourage, were
observed to leave the dockyard and steam out into the Solent.
The procession cut across the head of the cruiser line and steamed
between the capital ships and the visitors, and so out of sight on its
long tour of the fleet. The wind sprang up, mischievously upsetting
careful calculations by tweaking ships out of their designed formation.
By the time the Surprise had reached the cruiser line, the old lady had
reversed all court procedure by presenting her stern to Her Majesty. It
was anyone's guess which way the ship's company should be faced, but
that did not affect the enthusiasm of their cheers, as their Queen and
her husband, clearly visible on the reviewing platform, passed close
by them. By five fifteen the Surprise had taken her place at the head of
the Review, and the hands were fallen out.
At ten o'clock the fleet was darkened. At half-past ten precisely, at
a signal from Her Majesty, the fleet became a fairyland, each ship
magically outlined in light. On the old lady, the electrical staff
breathed again, as no circuit blew. Others were not so fortunate; to
mention the more outstanding, our prize carrier, illuminated at either
end, was unaccountably dark in the middle. On a cruiser opposite
lights flashed on and off like a Christmas tree, the performance being
greeted with impolite cheers.
At twenty to eleven the fleet was darkened for the fireworks
which started well with a brave show of red, white, and then blue
rockets : after that the old lady demonstrated her originality. Her port
battery having failed (a whaler had been emptied over the firing
circuit) a seaman, following orders to the letter, dutifully set it off one
by one at half intervals, with the aid of a slow match. He had

reached well on to the boat deck by the time a party despatched by a
raving management, frothing at its collective mouth at each successive explosion, was able to disarm the literally-minded maniac.
The remainder of the display was carried through with great fun
but no further incident. As the ships waited to " switch on " again,
someone leaving the wardroom bar where he had spent the evening
spotted four virgin fireworks. The temptation was too great, and four
more rockets burned a trail of light across the night sky.
At midnight the snuffing out of the illuminations marked the end
of a Review packed with incidents great and small — a Review in
which a communist " republic " paid tribute to a new young Queen,
and a baby was born on the Eagle.
Epilogue. Tuesday the 16th saw the return of the Royal Yacht to
Portsmouth, with the ships dressed overall, and their hands at divisions
as the last twenty-one gun salute echoed round the fleet. As the day
wore on, the ships one by one weighed anchor and dispersed, each to
her own destination — to the home ports, to the Mediterranean, to the
uttermost ends of the earth — until at last the vast anchorage lay
deserted and no sign remained of the great and glorious pageant that
had just been enacted upon its waters.
J.F.
Entering the Spithead Review area a few hours later Gambia
decided to play a hit and miss game with the dan buoys. Dark deeds
occurring at position three cables 090 from North East, with the port
screw hitting one fair and square. With luck on the right side, the buoy
floated clear, and Gambia anchored in line E, in twelve fathoms.
As dawn broke on Tuesday the 9th with Gambia assuming duties
of despatch boat, so H.M.SS. Montclare, Adamant and R.I.N.S. Delhi
entered the review area. It was the beginning of the great assembly, an
assembly that stretched in twelve principal lines with subsidiary
anchorages from Bramble Bank to a point beyond Horse Sands.
Seven days previously in Westminster Abbey with simplicity and
dignity that befitted his holy office, the Archbishop of Canterbury
began the Coronation Service with the traditional presentation :
" Sirs; I here present unto you Queen Elizabeth, your undoubted
Queen." Now, almost on the eve of Spithead Review the cry was still
the same. The traditional Naval Salute was in its last stages of
preparation — Preparations for Elizabeth, our Undoubted Queen.
H.M.

Chapter V

Tour of Duty
Tuesday, June 16, 1953

ITH MIXED FEELINGS THE SHIP 'S COMPANY watched the
shores of England disappear below the horizon as the old
lady made her way back to the Mediterranean. For most of them the
Review had meant a spell of leave at home, unexpected at the start of the
commission and all the more pleasant for that. They were now
philosophically resigned to the fact that their holiday was over and were
looking forward to a tour of duty at the Canal as being at least a change
from Malta. Those whose wives had but recently arrived on the station not
unnaturally took a different view of the situation. After having been away
from home for six weeks they were returning to Malta for a weekend and
had the prospect of yet another six weeks' absence immediately ahead.
The ten day trip, enlivened in the usual manner by a constant series
of exercises, shoots, and pullings, and interrupted at Gibraltar for only
fifty-eight hours, brought the ship into Malta on Friday afternoon,
providing the natives with a weekend wet with the weeping and wailing of
their woebegone wives. The dawn of Tuesday saw the ship sailing into the
sun for Suez where two days later, on July 2, she tied up stem on to Navy
House.
The first few days established the pattern of life at the Canal. The
ship's company were warned on arrival that they were in a state of cold
war. Leave to Port Said was by request only and it was difficult to walk
for more than five minutes without strolling out of bounds. Visits were, in
any case, discouraged.
Port Fouad was a different matter. The heat was such that Tropical
Routine was worked and every afternoon saw ship's boats and Jim Cairo
launches carrying large loads of libertymen to Coronation Beach. It was
debatable whether it was warmer in the water or out of it, the sea
temperature varying only between 88° and 90°, but it gave at least an
illusion of coolness to grateful bodies wasted
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on the sands, where men from all the services sunbathed and dozed
between glasses of soft drinks. Gesticulating pyjamaed figures implacably
pursued every man venturing into Port Fouad; offering him bargains in
bags, bangles, and wristwatches. At every corner men with unbelievably
ancient cameras offered to take his photograph and guli-guli boys, shifty
gentlemen with incredibly quick fingers, produced drinks from mid-air
and piastres from his pockets. It appears there is no word for NO in
Arabic.
The Navy House arena was the scene of a series of bloody battles in
the inter-tribal war known as the deck hockey championship, in which
pucks, tempers, and pieces of legs were often lost, but never, by a miracle,
a life. However vicious each match might have appeared at the time, exrivals would normally sink their differences in their pints at the "Stag Inn"
or "The Magic Magnet". The winning tribe was the Flook Fantoms of
59 Mess, whose chieftain was the mighty Flook.
It must surely have been this appalling ferocity daily exhibited upon
the jetty that gave pause to would-be assassins and saboteurs, for only
once was an attempt made on a Gambia vehicle — with results fatal to
one of the attackers. The only losses suffered at Arab hands during the old
lady's stay were financial ones — unless the ramming of the first motor
boat by an Egyptian launch was more than accidental. This perhaps speaks
well for the precautions taken to prevent acts of aggression. Floodlights
were rigged all round the ships and were switched on together with a
signalling projector for at least five minutes every night. Divers were sent
down several times and sentries patrolled continuously round the ship
armed with pistols and Lanchesters, which they were allowed to fire
provided they had first obtained the permission of the Officer of the
Watch. In a more active role, however, the ship sent boarding parties to
intercept shipping and did, merely by her presence and the very real threat
of her guns, help to keep law and order.
The constant stream of shipping of all nations was a source of
interest to all upper deck sun bathers. On one occasion a six inch turret
was being trained just as an American ship was passing. She hastily
dipped her ensign, a formality she had previously forgotten.

When the ship first arrived at the Canal the management had
promised the hands a treat; on July 31 the promise was fulfilled and
the old girl left the wall for a day at sea. It was a day into which as
much as possible was crammed; shoots, manoeuvres, lifebuoys, and
seaboats' crews, to say nothing of evening quarters. In short everyone was thoroughly glad to get back to the pontoon at Navy House.
At 0612 on August 11, the tour of duty at the Canal Zone came to
an end as the old lady weighed both anchors and slipped from the
jetty, bound for Malta. With not a care in the world she was halfway
home, strolling along at her usual leisurely pace when at 1930 on
August 12 a signal brought sudden drama. Disaster had struck the
Ionian Islands: an earthquake had ravaged Zante and Cephalonia and
help was urgently needed. As the ship heeled over in answer to her
helm and the engineers strove for more speed the news was broadcast
over the warning telephone, H.M.S. Gambia had altered course for
Zante.

Entertainment was provided in the form of open air film shown
on the jetty, a conjuring display by a guli-guli boy, and what is
euphemistically called a " Smoking Concert," given at the "Stag Inn"
in Navy House Compound on July 24 and 25. This " o p e r a " revealed
a great deal of hitherto-unsuspected talent to a pleasantly surprised
audience who had come prepared for the worst, and augured well for
future shows.
A more organised and ambitious entertainment was also in p r e p aration — a crazy revue entitled "Stampede." For the six weeks they
were al the Canal the cast of over thirty rehearsed constantly. A
great deal of hard work and planning went into the production of
what, if it had, been staged, would have been one of the most
polished and originaI ship's concerts to date. However, the attempt
was doomed. Materials could not be spared for scenery and props or
for switchboard and lighting, and it was impossible for the full cast
ever to assemble. Reluctantly, with the show two-thirds finished, the
idea was dropped. Perhaps the efforts put into it were not entirely
wasted, though; the cast gained by its experience, and "Captain Tudor
R.N." did win the Drama Festival.

J.F.
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